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The KKE has recently accused EU and NATO of the recent tragic development in Ukraine. On the face of it, the
KKE was right. But the accusation should have been directed also to the communist parties and intelligentsia,
because they have failed to develop the true ideology for our time, higher than the primitive nationalism, to
enlighten people and mobilize them for the transformation of the present senile, corrupt and increasingly inad
equate society. Fortunately, such an ideology has been discovered during our decades-long research in exact
sciences and humanities [1], [2].
It happens that the true communist ideology is just the true science of politics plus the true science of economics.
They are now based on the true Systems Theory generated by our true interpretation of Hegel's dialectical logic.
That common philosophical origin links formally the new ideology to Marxism. The truthfulness of the above
sciences has been confirmed additionally by comparing their results and predictions with the real-life facts in
different fields of knowledge.
The main points of the new ideology are the following:
(1) communism is simply a self-governing global organization of self-governing societies;
(2) the fundamental constituent of such an organization is demo-republic, an initial, unstable form of self-gov
erning society, the merger of democracy and republic; to become stable, a demo-republic should unite with
another one or join an association of ones;
(3) three pillars of that global organization are two empires and an association of neutral demo-republics;
(4) the empires have dual ideological orientations: social-religious (SR) and religious-social (RS); every empire
has two groups of allies, close allies and not-quite-close ones, with whom they contract Solidarity Unions and
Preference Unions, respectively; each empire may have agreements of mutual interest with neutral demo-repub
lics and with allies of its dual counterpart;
(5) the two empires compete for the spheres of influence solving in this way all global problems; if one of the
empires becomes dominant and starts solving global problems to its own advantage and to the detriment of the
rest of the world, some of its allies sever agreements with it or change their preference in favor of its counterpart,
thus restoring the global balance of power and justice;
(6) a similar global organization evolves simultaneously in the sphere of economy;
(7) at present, however, the development of such global organizations is obstructed by the general ideological
crisis now threatening the very existence of humankind; to overcome that crisis, it is necessary to start reforming
modern science, philosophy and religion; to guide, coordinate and finance such a reform, it is necessary to
commit UNESCO to that mission or establish a new dedicated international center;
(8) our REFORM SCIENCE CENTER, currently a virtual organization, has already started such a reform and
developed a general methodology for it; now it needs international support, from left parties in particular, to
become a full-fledged NGO or get a UNESCO-institution status.
IN THIS CONNECTION WE CALL UPON COMMUNIST AND OTHER LEFT PARTIES TO ASSIST US IN
ESTABLISHING, POSSIBLY IN EUROPE, SUCH A DEDICATED CENTER WITH OUR ABOVE MISSION.
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